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Abstract
Investigation on flocculation phenomenon of cohesive fine-grained sediment has been a important
part of sediment dynamics. During all of three dynamical factors (i.e., Brownian motion, flow shear
and differential settling) that have been verified to play important roles in promoting flocculation
of cohesive sediment, the influence of flow shear on sediment flocculation has been paid great attention by many researchers (this flocculation pattern has been termed as “orthokinetic flocculation” in most of published literatures). Among many researches regarding orthokinetic flocculation, the dynamical equation developed by Smoluchowski in 1917 (we called it as Smoluchowski
equation hereafter) has been widely adopted as an origin and basement for theoretically analyzing sediment flocculation under a shear flow. Meanwhile, many researchers have also pointed out
the deficiencies of Smoluchowski equation (this is because the derivation of Smoluchowski equation was based on six different assumptions), and correspondingly have amended this equation
from different aspects. In this paper, we attempt to summarize these results, hopefully providing
the theoretical research of sediment orthokinetic flocculation with some references.
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1. Introduction
Flocculation phenomenon of cohesive sediment can widely be observed in most of estuaries, reservoirs and
channels. Sediment flocculation has been confirmed to play an important role in influencing development of
estuary delta, geomorphologic variation of sand bar and dredging of mud layer channel. Mechanisms of flocculation are complex, and there are many factors that have been verified to play some roles in influencing the
flocculation process, including physical and chemical factors (such as mineral composition of sediment particle,
sediment concentration, particle size, type of electrolyte in the suspension, concentration of electrolyte, temperature, pH value), as well as dynamical factors (flow shear, Brownian motion and differential settling). At present,
most of researches have been carried out to demonstrate the mechanism and dynamic characteristic of sediment
flocculation (Yang & Qian, 1986; Liu, 1994; Guan & Chen, 1995; Jiang & Zhang, 1995; Guan et al., 1996;
Zhang, 1996; Jin et al., 1998; Shi, 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Jin et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2002).
In particular, in the case of estuary and coastal area, flocculation of sediment is inseparable with a flow shear
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due to inland runoff, tidal current from open sea, as well as interaction of salty water and fresh water. The kind
of flocculation due to a flow shear has been termed as orthokinetic flocculation, and it is of great interest for
many researchers. The theoretical basement of most of researches regarding orthokinetic flocculation can be
found to originate from a pioneering dynamical equation put forward by Smoluchowski in 1917 (we shall call it
Smoluchowski equation hereafter). Smoluchowski equation can simply describe concentration variation of discrete particle during flocculation due to a flow shear. The term in this equation that can describe the influence of
a flow shear on flocculation is simply velocity gradient of a laminar flow. Later, Camp and Stein (1943) introduced the root-mean-square (RMS) of velocity gradient representing the turbulent intensity into Smoluchowski
equation, which makes the discussion on effect of a turbulent flow on flocculation become possible. Although
Smoluchowski equation has been widely as a origin for theoretically analyzing flocculation due to a shear flow,
derivation of this equation was based on some assumptions, which inevitably simplifies the real engineering situations and thereby limiting its applicability, as many researches shown. Plenty of researches have been performed to amend Smoluchowski equation from different aspects, and in this paper we attempt to summarize
these research results scatted in different literatures, hopefully providing the theoretical study regarding sediment orthokinetic flocculation with some references.

2. Theoretical Analysis of Flocculation Dynamics
In 1917, Smoluchowski derived a dynamical equation to describe orthokinetic flocculation of discrete particle
(Smoluchowski, 1917)
max
∂nk 1 k −1 4  du 
4  du  3
3
=
∑
  ni n j Rij − nk ∑  ni Rik
∂t
2 i = 1,i + j = k 3  dz 
i = 1 3  dz 

(1)

where i , j , k are grades of sizes of the flocs, max is that of the maximum floc, ni , n j , nk are number
concentrations of i , j , k -grade flocs respectively (here k = i + j , meaning a k -grade floc results from collision and subsequent adhesion between i and j -grade flocs), du dz is velocity gradient in a laminar
flow(here u is fluid velocity along the mentioned direction, and z is the direction perpendicular to the mentioned direction in a simple two-dimensional right-handed coordinate system), Rij= ri + rj , Rik= ri + rk are
radii of collisions between i , j -grade flocs and between i , k -grade flocs, respectively, ri , rj , rk are radii of i , j , k -grade flocs respectively.
As Thomas et al. (1999) introduced, there exists six assumptions in the derivation of Equation (1), and they
are summarized as follows: 1) flow is assumed to be laminar; 2) all particles are special-shaped, and they are
composed of solid spheres. The moving trajectory of one particle are assumed completely independent from
others, and this trajectory should be rectilinear; 3) no breakup or sedimentation during process of random collision and subsequent adhesion can happen; 4) all of inter-particle collisions can result in corresponding adhesion,
indicating the so-called collision efficiency coefficient is equal to be unity; 5) sizes of all particles are the same
at the beginning of flocculation (this state can be regarded to be in the mono-disperse condition, in contrast to
the poly-disperse condition); 6) collisions between particles only happen between two particles, and those of
three or more particles are never mentioned. These assumptions have been found to oversimplify the real engineering situation. As a result, this limits the applicability of Equation (1). Here, we attempt to summarize some
results regarding amendments of Smoluchowski equation according to every assumption mentioned above.

2.1. About the First Assumption
2.1.1. Laminar Non-Uniform Shear Flow
Realizing the fact that Equation (1) can only be applied in a laminar uniform flow, Camp and Stein (1943) introduced the root-mean-square (RMS) of velocity gradient, G , in a non-uniform flow into Equation (1) instead
of du dz as follows
1

 Φ 2
G=  ,
µ

(2)

where Φ is dissipate work of flow (per volume per time) due to viscous shear. For the entire system, the statistically-averaged velocity gradient, G , should be
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 Φ 2
G =   ,
µ

(3)

where Φ is the averaged value of Φ over the system.
Kramer et al. (1997) and Kramer (1997) pointed out that there may be two problems in the study of Camp and
Stein. Tangential parts of rate of strain tensor were only mentioned in their study, whereas normal parts were
neglected, as long as Smoluchowski equation is extended from two-dimensional form to three-dimensional form.
Statistically-averaged velocity gradient, G , was simply adopted as a unique parameter to evaluate flocculation
process in the study of Camp and Stein, and this will cause some errors. Experiments have demonstrated that
flocculation process and resultant effect may be favorably different, although a same G can be found in different flocculation reactors. Furthermore, by transforming normal rate of strain tensor into a special rate of strain
tensor with only major stress rate remaining, Kramer (1997) derived the flocculation dynamical equation with
the following new form:
max
3
∂nk 1 k −1 4π '
4π '
3
=
amax ni n j ( ri + rj ) − nk ∑
amax ni ( ri + rk ) ,
∑
∂t
2 i = 1,i + j = k 3
i= 1 3

'
where all of parameters have the same meaning as introduced above, except for amax

(4)

being a absolute value of

maximum value of rate of strain tensor after coordinate system transformation. Moreover, Pedocchi and PiedraCueva (2005) clarified that rotation of flow field cannot cause the inter-particle collision, and put forward the
following equation to describe the collision between particles by using some mathematical methods:

=
N ij

3
1 2π π
sin 2 θ cos 2 ϕ + (1 − b) sin 2 θ sin 2 ϕ − cos 2 θ sin θ dθ dϕ ∗ ( ri + rj ) λ ' ni n j ,
b
∫
∫
2 0 0

(5)

where N ij is the number of collisions between i , j -grade flocs (per volume per time); θ , ϕ are basic parameters in the spherical coordinate system ( 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π , 0 ≤ θ ≤ π ); b is a coefficient related to three eigenvalues of deformation rate tensor after coordinate system transformation, λ ' is a “common part” of these ei
genvalues, thus the eigenvalues are bλ ' , (1 − b ) λ ' , −λ ' . For a laminar shear flow with velocity gradient being
a constant ( du dz= C > 0 ), three eigenvalues become C 2 , 0, − C 2 ( b = 1 , λ ' = C 2 can also be obtained
correspondingly), and thus Equation (5) reduces to=
N ij 4 3 ( ri + rj ) Cni n j , which is consistent with the expre3

ssion describing number of collisions between i , j -grade flocs in Smoluchowski equation.
2.1.2. Turbulent Flow
Turbulent flow is accompanied by a series of eddy motions. Those large eddies which contain the energy of
system have been termed as “containing-energy eddies”. Energy can be transported from those large eddies to
smaller eddies, until all of energy can be dissipated by viscous force of a particular eddy with a minimum size.
This kind of eddy with the minimum size has been termed as “Kolmogorovf micro-scale eddy” (Xia, 1992), and
its size, η , can be expressed to be
1

ν 3 4
η =  ,
ε 

(6)

where ν is kinematic viscosity of flow, and ε is energy dissipate rate of the turbulent flow.
Camp and Stein (1943) stated that it will be reasonable to substitute velocity gradient in the turbulent flow, G ,
with the following form for du dz in Equation (1)
1

 ε 2
G=  .
ν 

(7)

Since the system is mentioned, average velocity gradient, G , with the following form should be used correspondingly
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ε
G = 
ν

1

2
 ,


(8)

where ε is the averaged value of ε over the system.
Saffman and Turner (1956) also analyzed aggregation phenomenon of particle in a turbulent flow. By assuming that floc size is smaller than Kolmogorovf micro-scale η and that the turbulent flow is homogeneous, they
presented the following expression to describe inter-particle collision
=
N ij

3
ε
8π
ri + rj )
ni n j ,
(
ν
15

(9)

whereas Dilichatsios and Probstein (1974) studied the aggregation of particles whose sizes are between Kolmogorovf micro-scale η and size of containing-energy eddy, and put forward a new mathematical expressions as
follows:
1

7

=
N ij 1.37πε 3 ( ri + rj ) 3 ni n j .

(10)

2.2. About the Second Assumption
2.2.1. Fractal Structure of Floc
The second assumption behind Smoluchowski equation has been regarded to be incompatible with some experimental observations of porous flocs, and experiments have shown that flocs have the fractal structures(Burban
et al., 1989; Li et al., 1998; Ma & Pierre, 1999; Lartiges et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004). For a single floc having the
fractal structure, there is a simple mathematical relation to represent the relation between its mass and size as
follows(Meakin, 1988):
D

M f  df f ,

(11)

where M f is mass of the floc, d f characteristic length of the floc (this characteristic length can be commonly regarded to be equal to size of the floc), and D f is mass fractal dimension of the floc, representing
compactness degree of the floc (here 1 < D f ≤ 3 ). The expression between characteristic length of the floc and
number of single primary particle contained in the floc can be expressed as follows (Feder, 1988):
 df 
i=

 d0 

Df

,

(12)

where i is number of single primary particle contained in the fractal floc, and d 0 is size of single primary
particle. On substituting Equation (12) into Equation (1), the dynamical equation to describe the process of
flocculation of fractal floc can be rewritten (Kramer & Clark, 1999):
1
 D1
∂nk 1 k −1 4  du 
Df
3
f

=
+
n
n
r
i
i
∑   i j0i
j
∂t
2 i = 1,i + j = k 3  dz 


3

1
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max
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 − nk ∑  ni r03  ii + ik


i = 1 3  dz 



3


 ,



(13)

where r0 is radius of single primary particle, and ii , i j , ik are numbers of single primary particle contained
in i , j , k -grade flocs respectively.
2.2.2. Moving Trajectory of Particle
1) Rectilinear trajectory, curvilinear trajectory and others Each of Smoluchowski equation, Camp and
Stein method, and Saffman and Turner equation neglects influences of hydrodynamic force and short-range interactive force, when one particle touches and collides with another particle, and considered moving trajectory
of the particle to be rectilinear. This understanding may be not in accordance with real situations. When two
mentioned particles get into contact, surrounding fluid between these particles would be squeezed out, consequently leading to the rotation of particle relative to another particle and finally resulting in deviation of moving
trajectory of particle from the rectilinear one; meanwhile, short-range interactive force between particles should
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also play some role in the collision of particle. Han and Lawler (1992) pointed out that moving trajectory of particle may be curvilinear, and that frequency function of collision between particles can be expressed as follows:

β cur = ecur β rec ,

(14)

where β cur is a frequency function of collision between particles (or collision kernel in some literatures) under
the assumption of a curvilinear moving trajectory(its mathematical expression such as frequency function, βij ,
of collision between i , j -grade flocs is: βij = N ij ni n j ), β rec being a frequency function of collision under
the assumption of a rectilinear trajectory (from Smoluchowski equation, expression of frequency function,

β rec ( i, j ) , of collision between i , j -grade flocs can be found to be β rec
=
( i, j ) 4 3 G ( ri + rj ) ), and ecur is a
3

correction coefficient(this coefficient can be gotten by numerical simulation). For a curvilinear trajectory model,
it can be inferred that flocculation rate is no longer proportional to velocity gradient, G .
Neither the rectilinear trajectory model nor the curvilinear trajectory model considers the porous and loose
properties of floc, which means that a simple usage of the rectilinear or curvilinear trajectory model may bring
some deviations from real situation. There are some researches that attempt to tackle this problem. Veerapaneni
and Wiesner (1996) and Thill et al. (2001) proposed a new formula to calculate frequency function of collision,
βij , between i , j -grade flocs by incorporating the considerations of fractal structure and permeability of floc
as follows
=
βij

4
G
3

(

E fi ri + E fj rj

),
3

(15)

where E fi , E fj are efficiency coefficients of collection of fluid surrounding i , j -grade flocs, respectively,
and they are closely related to permeability of floc (their values can be determined using some empirical formulae). On the other hand, Kusters et al. (1997) have developed a simple shell-core efficiency model to calculate
frequency function of collision as expressed as follows

βij ≅ 1.294α ij G ( ri + rj ) ,
3

(16)

where α ij is a collision efficiency coefficient, α ij  Fl −0.18 (van de ven & Mason, 1977), and Fl is a ratio
of the hydrodynamic force and Van der Waals force between primary particles contained in i , j -grade flocs
(when calculating the ratio Fl , it needs to be noticed that core is not penetrative in the shell-core model, whereas shell is penetrative). In particular, α ij can be calculated by analyzing the moving trajectory of particle.
Furthermore, Li and Logan (1997) paid special attention to the collision between a fractal floc and a small particle, and put forward the following formula to calculate frequency function, β frac , of collision:
β frac = e frac β rec , where β frac is a frequency function of collision between a fractal floc and a small particle, the
meaning of β rec has been explained as before, and e frac is a correction coefficient. Some experiments have
1− 0.33 D f

shown that there is a empirical relation β frac  G

. Thus this expression will reduce to β frac  G when

the floc is infinitely loose(that is D f = 0 ). In this case, collision trajectory between the floc
and the small particle should be rectilinear, and the model put forward by Li and Logan becomes to agree with
the rectilinear trajectory model; while the floc is a compact sphere (that is D f ≈ 3 ), the expression reduces to
the relation indicating β frac has little relationship with G . In this case, collision trajectory between the floc
and the small particle should be curvilinear, and thus Li and Logan's model presents to be in agreement with the
curvilinear trajectory model. As an addition, some calculations have shown that β frac is larger than the value
from a curvilinear trajectory model by five orders of magnitude and smaller than that from the rectilinear one by
two orders of magnitude, respectively.
2) Two expression forms of frequency function of collision In Smoluchowski equation, all of particles that
can collide with the mentioned particle is regarded simply to be in a cylinder with its radius being equal to the
collision radius Rcollision (a algebraic sum of radii of colliding particles), so this kind of expression form of
frequency function of collision has been termed as cylinder formula. However, Saffman and Turner equation
(1956) mentioned that all of particles that can collide with the mentioned particle should be on the surface of the
sphere with its centre being the centroid of the mentioned particle and its radius being equal to the collision radius Rcollision , and in contrast this kind of expression form has been termed as spherical formula. Two kinds of
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expression forms can be shown as follows:
=
βij π R 2 collision =
u π ( ri + rj ) u ,
2

(17)

sph
β=
2π R 2 collision=
ur
2π ( ri + rj ) ur ,
ij
2

(18)

where β ij sph is frequency function of collision between i , j -grade flocs corresponding to the spherical model,
reas

u

is the statistically-averaged value of the relative velocity of two arbitrary points in the flow filed, whe-

ur

is counterpart along the radial direction. Comparison of Equation (17) and Equation (18) can

find that Equation (17) was larger than Equation (18) by more than twenty-five percents when the mentioned
flow is homogeneously turbulent and by twenty percents when the flow is a laminar one, and that these equations were the same when a random motion or a simple gravity sedimentation is mentioned (Wang et al., 1998).

2.3. About the Third Assumption
2.3.1. Breakup of Floc
The porous and loose floc is prone to undergo breakup in a shear flow. It may be understood that breakup of the
floc will happen as long as a shear stress, τ , exerted by the fluid on the floc exceeds strength of the floc, σ T .
Two kinds of models to describe breakup of the floc have been widely accepted (Muhle, 1993; Thomas et al.,
1999).When size of the floc exceeds Kolmogorovf micro-scale, η , the floc should be in the inertial sub-range
in a turbulent flow. In this case, the floc will undertake the action of fluctuating pressure of the turbulent flow,
which may cause a large-scale fragmentation of the floc, and this kind of breakup has been termed as large-scale
fragmentation. While for those flocs with their sizes being smaller than Kolmogorovf micro-scale, η , they
should be in the viscous sub-range of the turbulent flow. In this case, the flocs bear the action of surface disruption of the turbulent flow, consequently making some small particles in the floc be easy to separate them from
main part of the floc, and in contrast this kind of floc breakup has been termed as surface erosion.
2.3.2. Maximum Size of Floc (or Critical Size)
When size of the floc reaches the maximum, d max , the floc should be on the verge of its breakup. Many works
have been carried out to discuss this critical condition corresponding to breakup of the floc, and three kinds of
viewpoints can simply be summarized. (1)When a hydrodynamic stress, τ , exerted by fluid on the floc is equal
to strength of the floc, σ T , the mentioned floc is in the critical condition of its breakup; (2)When the force due
to the flow shear, Fτ , is equal to comprehensive interactive force between primary particles in the floc, F , the
floc will be in the critical condition of breakup; (3)When the external kinetic energy is equal to bonding energy
of the floc, the floc is in the critical condition. On the first viewpoint, Muhle and Domasch (1990) and Lu et al.
(1998) presented different formulae for calculating size of the maximum floc depending on different sub-ranges
where the floc as expressed as follows:
−

1

Viscous range: d max = 2 ρ w 2 ( εν )
−

−

1

1

1
4

F2 ;

1

1

-

1

Transition range: d max = 1.5 ρ w 2 d 0−1ε 2ν 2 F 2 ;
−

3

−

6

Inertial range: d max = 0.68ρ w 5 d 0 5 ε

−

11
20

9

3

ν 20 F 5

(19)

where F is the comprehensive interactive force between primary particles contained in the floc as explained
above, and ρ w is density of fluid. From the second viewpoint, Coufort et al. (2005; 2008) concluded that there
was a simple expression representing the relation between size of the maximum floc and the turbulent intensity
as follows

d max  ε

−

1
4

,

(20)

regardless of the fact that the floc may be in different sub-ranges. Based on the third viewpoint, Bache (2004)
presented a more general mathematical expression between size of the maximum floc and the turbulent intensity
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as follows

d max = cε

-

m
2

,

(21)

where c , m are two positive constants. Similar works can also be found in Bouyer and Line (2004). On subs

log c ' − m log G , where c′ is
=
tituting Equation (7) into Equation (21), we can have d max = c 'G - m or log d
max
−

m

a constant ( c′ = cν 2 ). In this logarithmic mathematical expression, we can infer that the larger m coupled
with the same G corresponds to the small d max . This means m may be a parameter to represent floc strength.
Additionally, c ' is also a parameter related to floc strength, and it may be closely related to the method for
measuring size of the floc.

2.4. About the Fourth Assumption
Smoluchowski equation assumed that each collision between two particles can result in a subsequent adhesion
between particles. This assumption means the so-called collision efficiency coefficient is equal to unity. The validity of this assumption has been questioned by many researchers (e.g., Elimelech & O’Melia, 1990; Kim &
Kramer, 2007). They stated that whether the collision between particles can lead to subsequent adhesion or not
depended on many factors (such as the repulsive force of double-electrical layer on the surface of particle, spatial hindering interaction or hydrodynamic interaction between one particle and another particle, as well as
viscous effect of fluid). These factors can be characterized by the collision efficiency coefficient, but at present
the determination of this coefficient seems a difficult work.
It should be pointed out that hydrodynamic interaction between colliding particles may play a important role
in influencing adhesion between particles, in particular when particles are in the turbulent flow. In fact, the influence of hydrodynamic interaction on the collision efficiency coefficient can be analyzed in terms of the moving trajectory of particle, and a detailed summary can be found in Section 2.2.2.

2.5. About the Fifth and Sixth Assumptions
Although the establishment of Smoluchowski equation is strictly based on the assumption of a mono-disperse
flocculation system, it is also applicable to a poly-disperse flocculation system after introducing the size group
method (Chang et al., 1992).
Regarding the sixth assumption behind Smoluchowski equation (i.e., the mutual collision is only between two
particles), if number concentration of single particle in a flocculation system is low, the error caused by this assumption may be negligible; whereas for those flocculation systems in which number concentration of single
particle is so high that collisions among three or more particles are not easily neglected, collision patterns of
particles will be complex, and a simple usage of Smoluchowski equation will lead to some unexpected errors. At
present, the research regarding this aspect have been rarely found (Chang et al., 1992).
As a summary, a complete dynamical equation describing the flocculation of particle incorporating breakup of
the floc can be expressed as follows (Kim & Kramer, 2007):
max
max
dnk 1 k −1
=
α ij βij ni n j − nk ∑ α ik βik ni − Sk nk + ∑ γ ik Si ni ,
∑
dt
2 i =1,i + j = k
i =1
i = k +1

(22)

where α ik , β ik are collision efficiency coefficient and collision frequency function of i , k -grade flocs respectively, Sk is a function of breakup of k -grade floc, γ ik is distribution percent of k -grade floc in all of
the flocs due to breakup of i -grade floc with its size being larger than k -grade floc. On the right-handed side
of Equation (22), the first term represents the rate of increase of number concentration of k -grade floc due to
flocculation of small flocs with their sizes being smaller than k -grade floc, the second term denotes the rate of
decrease of number concentration of k -grade floc due to flocculation of k -grade floc with other flocs with
different sizes, the third term showing the rate of decrease of number concentration of k -grade floc due to its
breakup, and the last term presents the rate of increase of number concentration of k -grade floc due to breakup
of those big flocs with their sizes being larger than k -grade floc. There are many research results regarding
mathematical expressions of Sk , γ ik , and two summaries can be found in studies of Han et al. (2003) and Kim
and Kramer (2007). In fact, it will be difficult to obtain the analytical solution to Equation (22). Thus, some nu-
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merical methods have commonly been adopted to deal with this equation, and some physical insights regarding
flocculation of particle have been demonstrated in many researches(Higashitani & Iimura, 1998; Kramer &
Clark, 1999; Runkana, 2003; Selomulya et al., 2003; Zhang & Li, 2003; Li et al., 2004; Prat & Ducoste, 2006;
Coufort et al., 2007; Kim & Kramer, 2007).

3. Some Remarks
Most of researches on orthokinetic flocculation of particle have been carried out in the fields of colloidal chemistry, marine engineering, water treatment and the study of water environment. In contrast, some theoretical studies regarding orthokinetic flocculation of sediment particle have not been commonly found. Whether Smoluchowski equation can be directly applied to investigate flocculation phenomenon of sediment particle or not is
worthy being studied. Here we attempt to put forward some viewpoints, hopefully providing the theoretical
study of sediment orthokinetic flocculation with a few references.
1) Particularity of flocculation of sediment Smoluchowski equation dealt with the particle with single mineral components, a spherical structure, a single charge distribution on its surface and a uniform size. However, in
real situations, properties of sediment particle are indeed complex, and sediment particle has diverse mineral
components (for example, Illite, Kaoline, Montmorillonite), an irregular shape, and a complex distribution of
surface charges (Charges distributed on the surface and edge of sediment particle are opposite). It will be questionable to apply Smoluchowski equation into the research field of sediment orthokinetic flocculation without
any modifications (Yang et al., 2003).
2) Difficulty of method for determining maximum size of the floc It is widely recognized that size of the
floc reaches the maximum only if the floc is in the critical condition of its breakup. However, it may be difficult
to determine maximum size of the floc because of a lack of elaborate knowledge on the interactions among eddies in the turbulent flow and the flocs, which needs to be paid much attention in further research.
3) Complexity of structure of floc Introduction of fractal theory has tackled the problem that it is difficult to
describe complex structure of the floc mathematically to some degree. But as Maggi et al. (2007) and Son and
Hsu (2009) have pointed out by experiment and numerical simulation, fractal properties of sediment floc were
not in a good agreement with fractal theory(for example, experiments shown that the fractal dimension of sediment floc was variable, which is contradictory to the conclusion from fractal theory that the fractal dimension
should be constant for a given type of sediment). More detailed analysis on floc structure may be helpful to understand the process of orthokinetic flocculation of sediment particle.
4) Difficulty of determination of collision efficiency coefficient Determination of collision efficiency coefficient is of theoretical and practical importance in the discipline of particle flocculation. In the context of colloidal chemistry, this coefficient has been regarded as the reciprocal of stability ratio of coagulation, and hence it
should closely be related to physicochemical characteristics of particle surface(Chang et al., 1992). In some published literatures, collision efficiency coefficient has been simply dealt with as a empirical constant, may due to
a lack of effective methods to determine this coefficient. Furthermore, when DLVO theory in the discipline of
colloidal chemistry (a detailed introduction can be found in Chang et al. (1992) is adopted to analyze the collision efficiency coefficient in the sediment flocculation, applicability of this theory for a micro-sized sediment
particle needs to be taken into account.
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